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ATP700 is by default bundled with a non-transferable one-year Gold Security Pack
license. When renewing for the second year with either one-year, two years, or four
years of Gold Security Pack, the license will be transferable. Advanced Protection for
Evolving Threat Cyber attacks of today are multiplying in large volumes along with
more diverse forms of threats including – crypto jacking, malware, surging
ransomware variants, and many more! ZyWALL ATP Firewall is empowered with
smart cloud intelligence giving seamless protection against all those Advanced
Persistent Threats, achieving ultimate in-depth defense of future unknown attacks.
Block it. Learn it. Prevent it. Block Unknown Threats Multi-Layer Protection from
default bundled security service can block malicious and suspicious traffic, ensuring
wellbeing of your business network Cloud Machine Learning Zyxel Cloud intelligence
identifies unknown files from all ATP Firewalls, accumulates results in database and
gives all ATP a daily update, effectively turning every new threat into a new piece of
intelligence and continuously grow with self-evolving security ecosystem that adapt
to new advanced attacks at all times. Sandboxing Sandboxing is an isolated cloud
environment that contains unknown files to identify new malware types that
conventional static security mechanism cannot detect, ensuring protection against
zero-day attacks. Reputation Filter Reputation Filter matches up IP addresses with a
real-time cloud database that tracks malicious cyber activities and determines if its
address is reputable or not. This improves blocking efficiency, reduces hardware
utilization, giving administrators additional network resources to quickly and easily
address any issues. Reputation Filter also increases threat visibility in SecuReporter
(included in bundle pack) which assists in tracing cyber threat sources. Reporting &
Analytics ATP Firewall dashboard gives user-friendly infographic traffic summary
and threat statistics. Users can also utilize SecuReporter for further comprehensive
threat analysis.
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